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• One day event at which companies submit a question or commercial challenge 

within the chosen AIMday topic. 

• Multi-disciplinary academics with knowledge on how to 

address the specific company challenges then self-select the 

questions which they believe they can add most value to. 

• On the day itself, the academics attend a 

one hour workshop face to face with the 

company to discuss possible pathways to 

a solution. 

Academic Industry Meeting day



University Defence Research Collaboration (UDRC)

Collaborative Centre for excellence for Signal Processing 

Aims:

• World-class research

• Long-term sustainable skills

• Community of Practice

Approach:

• Joint funding with EPSRC

• Dstl technical partnership

• Close, early engagement with 

industry
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Features

• Joint programme with Engineering and Physical 

Sciences Research Council (EPSRC)

• Technical Challenge led research

– Provides academic community with guidance 

on real world problems

• Strong Industry partnership



Automotive Sensing and Signal Analysis
The automobile of the future is also a 
mobile sensing platform, operating as 
part of a distributed sensor network.

In general, the deployed sensors have 
different, complementary strengths.

For example, video and LiDAR sensors 
can provide detailed 3D maps and 
provide rich data to recognise other 
road users and ‘furniture’, e.g. 
pedestrians, powered vehicles, cycles, 
animals, road signs, obstructions, 
potholes etc.

Radar systems are able to penetrate 
poor atmospheric conditions and can 
have longer range, but generally have 
poor resolution so it is difficult to 
distinguish between different entities 
on the road.

Situational awareness is the key to both vehicle autonomy and driver assistance. In 
general, this translates to a complete 3D map of the surrounding environment, 
together with identified and located users, hazards and static objects including road 
signs and buildings so that the vehicle can steer or be steered according to safe and 
efficient principles.

Image courtesy of Jaguar Land Rover.



Key Challenges in Signal Analysis
• First and foremost, safe (autonomous) driving requires very high (perfect?) accuracy of 

classification. 

• Second, 3D mapping has to be excellent for safe and comfortable driving. 

• Third, how do we combine the data from the 

several different sensors, i.e. 

data/track/decision level fusion? 

• Fourth, how do we operate off road and in bad 

weather? 

• Fifth, how do we manage finite computational 

resource? 

• … and what about driver/machine interaction, 

networks of sensors, the use of a-priori data 

(GPS, road traffic) and urban vs motorway 

driving and ….. 

Switching attention (blue boxes) to 

identify other road users using video (as 

other sensors do other things…)



University Defence Research Collaboration (UDRC)
Signal Processing in a Networked Battlespace

Activity recognition and anomaly detection 
in video

 Multiple sensors
 Overlapping/non overlapping 

field of views
 Variable sensor configuration

 Multiple data modalities
Video, Radar, HCI, maps 

 Proposed framework:
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Network Anomaly Detection System

Unsupervised Anomaly-based IDS[1]:

• Uses novel statistical algorithms for automatic detection of anomalies and intrusions

• Able to operate in real-time

• Makes use of metrics from multiple layers of the TCP/IP stack

• Dempster-Shafer (D-S) Theory is used as data fusion technique

• Detects different types of injection attacks

Current work: Adding available high-level information to the detection process

7[1] K. G. Kyriakopoulos, F. J. Aparicio-Navarro, D. J. Parish, “Manual and automatic assigned thresholds in 
multi-layer data fusion intrusion detection system for 802.11 attacks,” in IET Information Security, vol.8, no.1, 
2014, pp.42-50.

usually selected for all, or least most, of the operations associated with such activities. In the example of security, 

at least two elements are involved, namely detection and mitigation. Usually, both of these activities will occur in 

the same layer. However, work on cross-layer optimisation suggests that spreading different aspects of an activity 

over multiple layers (in a co-ordinated manner) may provide better performance. Cross-layer optimisation has 

been studied by many researchers in order to enhance the performance of protocols when operating over wireless 

networks [11]. This concept could also potentially lead to an improvement in network security performance, 

particularly in terms of the accuracy of identification and classification of attacks due to the increased data 

available to the analysis mechanism. Furthermore, mitigation responses that are targeted and more effective will 

result, due to the ability to perform mitigation at the most appropriate layer or at multiple layers. This in turn 

means that the mitigation can be scaled appropriately according to the threat; this is a significant departure from 

today’s approaches which apply a mitigation policy uniformly across the network for all types of threat 

encountered. Our approach therefore permits finer control of how networks react to intrusions, hence increasing 

their resilience against them, without restricting the service availability for legitimate users. 

C. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION 

As part of this research, a cross-layer IDMS structure will be considered at multiple levels:  

(i) Physical Layer. Recent research [9] has shown that analysis of signal strength values and patterns can be 

indicative of attack activities. Physical Layer parameters therefore will be analysed to provide PHY layer 

abuse indicators. Our work will investigate how suitable PHY data can be obtained and analysed by 

considering both existing hardware measurements and proposing new measures. 

(ii) In the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer, different wireless technologies require different detection 

schemes. In this layer we will employ the results of previous research [6] that identified the use of 

management traffic clusters to identify anomalous network behaviour. The advantage of this over existing 

(e.g. signature based) approaches to intrusion detection means that the IDMS can potentially detect attacks 

that have never been encountered before and without having any prior knowledge of them. Additionally, the 

work will consider how Physical layer measurements may be combined with MAC layer parameters to 

discriminate between original and forged devices (e.g. Rogue APS). The work will also identify a number of 

mitigation strategies that can be employed at the MAC-layer (e.g. authenticated management frames, coded 

protocol states). Also, as part of this work, we will develop an IDMS architecture for WiMAX networks. To 

date there are no products available for this rapidly emerging global network standard.  

(iii) In the Network and Transport layers, we have previously shown that an IDS can detect intrusions and 

anomalous behaviour by intelligent analysis of traffic summaries [10]. The particular problems faced here 

include dealing with large volumes of data; handling new attack profiles and distinguishing between abuse 

and unusual but legitimate situations (such as flash crowds). Previously, we have shown the benefits of using 

Data Mining for this purpose on an ISP network. An investigation to identify the most suitable approaches 

for use in hybrid wireless/wired networks is needed. In addition to Data Mining, Case Based Reasoning and 

anomaly detection strategies (e.g. using Bayesian, neural network or SVM classification) will be 

investigated. The usage of Data Mining coupled with other techniques will be considered for combining 

cross-layer information to enhance the success probability.  
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Figure 1- Cross Layer IDMS Architecture 

 

Advanced Intrusion Detection System in Communication Networks 
Francisco Aparicio Navarro1, Jonathon Chambers1, Konstantinos Kyriakopoulos2, Alex Gong2, David Parish2 

Newcastle University1, Loughborough University2 
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Introduction High-level Information in IDS 
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Intrusion Detection System 

As the complexity of cyber-attacks keeps increasing, providing robust and 

reliable network defence mechanisms has become imperative in the context 

of networked national security. This research proposes the design of an 

Advanced Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in Communication Networks 

Conventional IDSs use only measurable traffic information from the protected 

network, and do not incorporate available high-level information (i.e. 

Contextual Information, Situation Awareness and Cognitive Information from 

network users) to enhance the IDS detection capabilities 

Three main sources of Contextual Information for Advanced IDSs: 

• Mission-oriented information - Defined by Authority. Mission’s goals and 

requirements; Domain-specific knowledge; Changes in sub-goals; Service 

level agreement; Quality of service or network usage policies; 

• Network traffic - Provides constant knowledge of the current network 

state; Network tomography and usage; Users behaviour/activities; 

• External information - Network user knowledge; Information shared with 

other IDSs; News feeds and social media analysis; 

We have developed an Unsupervised Anomaly-based IDS [3]: 

• Able to operate in real-time 

• Makes use of metrics from multiple layers of the TCP/IP stack 

• Dempster-Shafer (D-S) Theory is used as data fusion technique 

• Initially tailored to detect different types of injection attacks 

(e.g. Airpwn, Deauthentication, Rogue AP, Virtual Jamming) 

• Evaluated in WiFi, LTE, WiMAX and Ethernet networks 

• Source Code developed in C programming language 

• Can be installed in autonomous communication devices 

FCM reasoning 
& D-S Fusion 

Improved IDS Decision 

Attacker 

Network 
administrator 

Contextual Information 
Future Work 

Propose new detection techniques and extend current IDS capabilities 

Investigate new techniques to handle uncertainty 

Develop mechanisms to merge decisions from different type of IDSs 

Deal with incongruent decisions between different IDSs 

Supplement IDS with Ontologies: 

• Investigate how Ontologies could be automatically constructed 

• Integration of Ontologies to structure high-level information 

Extend capabilities for human / IDS interaction 

 

Covers areas of development in 

intrusion detection not considered 

in conventional IDSs: 

• Data Quality Assessment [1] 

• Manage Contextual and Non-

Contextual Information [2] 

• New Techniques to Handle with 

Uncertainty 

• Collaborative Techniques for 

Reasoning and Sensemaking 

• Deal with Incongruent Decisions 

Between Different IDSs 

Expect an improved IDS decision 

usually selected for all, or least most, of the operations associated with such activities. In the example of security, 

at least two elements are involved, namely detection and mitigation. Usually, both of these activities will occur in 

the same layer. However, work on cross-layer optimisation suggests that spreading different aspects of an activity 

over multiple layers (in a co-ordinated manner) may provide better performance. Cross-layer optimisation has 

been studied by many researchers in order to enhance the performance of protocols when operating over wireless 

networks [11]. This concept could also potentially lead to an improvement in network security performance, 

particularly in terms of the accuracy of identification and classification of attacks due to the increased data 

available to the analysis mechanism. Furthermore, mitigation responses that are targeted and more effective will 

result, due to the ability to perform mitigation at the most appropriate layer or at multiple layers. This in turn 

means that the mitigation can be scaled appropriately according to the threat; this is a significant departure from 

today’s approaches which apply a mitigation policy uniformly across the network for all types of threat 

encountered. Our approach therefore permits finer control of how networks react to intrusions, hence increasing 

their resilience against them, without restricting the service availability for legitimate users. 

C. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION 

As part of this research, a cross-layer IDMS structure will be considered at multiple levels:  

(i) Physical Layer. Recent research [9] has shown that analysis of signal strength values and patterns can be 

indicative of attack activities. Physical Layer parameters therefore will be analysed to provide PHY layer 

abuse indicators. Our work will investigate how suitable PHY data can be obtained and analysed by 

considering both existing hardware measurements and proposing new measures. 

(ii) In the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer, different wireless technologies require different detection 

schemes. In this layer we will employ the results of previous research [6] that identified the use of 

management traffic clusters to identify anomalous network behaviour. The advantage of this over existing 

(e.g. signature based) approaches to intrusion detection means that the IDMS can potentially detect attacks 

that have never been encountered before and without having any prior knowledge of them. Additionally, the 

work will consider how Physical layer measurements may be combined with MAC layer parameters to 

discriminate between original and forged devices (e.g. Rogue APS). The work will also identify a number of 

mitigation strategies that can be employed at the MAC-layer (e.g. authenticated management frames, coded 

protocol states). Also, as part of this work, we will develop an IDMS architecture for WiMAX networks. To 

date there are no products available for this rapidly emerging global network standard.  

(iii) In the Network and Transport layers, we have previously shown that an IDS can detect intrusions and 

anomalous behaviour by intelligent analysis of traffic summaries [10]. The particular problems faced here 

include dealing with large volumes of data; handling new attack profiles and distinguishing between abuse 

and unusual but legitimate situations (such as flash crowds). Previously, we have shown the benefits of using 

Data Mining for this purpose on an ISP network. An investigation to identify the most suitable approaches 

for use in hybrid wireless/wired networks is needed. In addition to Data Mining, Case Based Reasoning and 

anomaly detection strategies (e.g. using Bayesian, neural network or SVM classification) will be 

investigated. The usage of Data Mining coupled with other techniques will be considered for combining 

cross-layer information to enhance the success probability.  
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Figure 1- Cross Layer IDMS Architecture 

 

Project Objective 

Develop novel statistical algorithms for automatic detection of anomalies/

intrusions from multidimensional, undersampled, non-complete datasets and 

unreliable sources, in the context of networked battlespace Our current work focuses on adding Contextual Information to the intrusion 

detection process using the technique Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) [2] 

FCM provides a useful framework for network users to contribute their 

knowledge, to model new and previously unknown behaviours, and to 

calculate the influence that individual events may have in the system 

• FCM deals with multiple, incomplete or conflicting information 

• Allows agile addition or deletion of information in modelled FCM 

• Adapts to causal changes in modelled FCM and merge of different FCMs 

• FCMs are constructed using linguistic variables (beneficial for agile 

Command and Control and/or Human-machine interaction) 

We have proposed and implemented different approaches to fine-tune some 

of the techniques used by our IDSs, based on the contextual information 

provided by the network administrator and users, through the use of FCMs 

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 



Long Speech

Audio-visual dictionary learning for 

source separation

The first AV 

atom

represents the 

utterance 

“marine" 

/mᵊri:n/ while 

the second 

one denotes 

the utterance

“port" /pᵓ:t/.

8

Sheerman-Chase et al.
LILiR Twotalk database 
2011
Lip tracking, 
Ong et al. 2008
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Building a Signal Processing community
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Welcome



Overview 

• How AIMday works

• Additional support

• The day ahead…



Aim of the day

Meet new contacts from academia and industry who can offer unique perspectives 
on your challenge

1 hour facilitated workshop - to explore possible pathways to a solution

• 5 minutes introductions

• 5-10 company presentation

• 45 minutes discussion of the question

• 5 minutes wrap up and next steps



Additional Support 

• Small pots of funding available now to take forward ideas

• EPSRC Impact Acceleration Account (IAA) Funding

We can help you identify appropriate funding 
support



1:15 – 2:15 Session 1

• Hook Marine Ltd  - Tausend Room, Facilitator, Laura Mackie

• Roke Manor Research – Wadsworth Room, Facilitator, Janet Forbes

• Thales – Facilitator, Logan Turner Room, John Jeffrey

2:15 – 2:30 Refreshments

2:30 – 3:30 Session 2

• Leonardo – Tausend Room, Facilitator, John Jeffrey

• Thales – Wadsworth Room, Facilitator, Laura Mackie

3:30 – 3:45 Refreshments

3:45 – 4:45 Session 3

• Thales - Tausend Room, Facilitator, Janet Forbes

General


